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• What we know

• What we are hearing

• Rethinking your models

• Redefining work

• Realigning: the Blank Rome story

• Lessons learned

• Questions

Our Agenda
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What We Know



What We Know

• Firm leadership needs to
understand that there is no
simple solution or magical
formula.

• Increased pressures in the legal
marketplace make it imperative
for us to find new ways of
delivering direct attorney
support.

• Associates are receiving
inconsistent or ineffective
service.

• Associates and junior partners
need attorney assistants with
deep technical expertise.

• Senior attorneys tend to require
more traditional support.
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What We Know

• Not all attorneys are using
mandatory technology (i.e., time
entry) or other technology
available to them (i.e., digital
dictation), unnecessarily
increasing professional assistant
workloads.

• Many attorneys would like longer
hours for support than what is
available in a typical work day.

• Attorneys resist delegation,
making workloads inconsistent
from assistant to assistant.

• Technological and other changes
have distanced attorney
assistants from clients and from
the legal work itself.
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What We Are Hearing



What We Are Hearing

• While the needs are varied,
professional assistant time is
spent doing time-consuming
work better performed by others
(printing/scanning/filing).

• Professional assistants are
frustrated by
increasing/competing demands
and lack of resources and
support.

• Some assistants are performing
paralegal-type functions.

• Firms are offering voluntary
separation packages to their
assistants—resulting in less
people but not necessarily better
service.
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What We Are Hearing

• Outsourcing certain job functions
makes sense for some firms and
not others.

• Size, location, practice areas
impact how service should be
defined.

• Firms are implementing
different support models geared
to different offices, practices
areas, attorney levels.

• Technology training needs to be
targeted to professional assistant
and attorney developmental
needs.

• Firms focus on the ratios without
focusing on the support model
and its interrelation to other
functions.
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What Is Clear



Find Out What Lawyers Want & What Your attorney
assistants Are Doing

Rethinking Your Models

Engage Your
Leadership

Question What You
Need & How Your
Current Support is

Set Up

Find Out What
Lawyers Want &

What Your
Attorney Assistants

Are Doing
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• Change is hard.

• Realigning support requires commitment and patience.

• Different leaders have different drivers – know them.

• Your people may help your leaders see.

• Personnel cost savings may need to be reallocated to enhance technology.

• You simply can’t do it without them.

Engage Your Leadership
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• Centralize where you can.

• Outsource what others do better.

• Reallocate work that others should be doing.

• Enhance those services directly supporting your lawyers and clients.

Question What & How
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• Ask how they spend time.

• Listen to what they have to say.

• What do they want to keep?

• What do they want to shed?

• Now is the time to question what makes sense.

Find Out What Your Professional Assistants Do
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• What are your professional assistants doing for them?

• What do they wish their professional assistants would/could do for them?

• Ask for examples of what ‘best-in-class’ service looks like.

• Understand the needs by practice area, by office, by geography.

Find Out What Your Lawyers Want
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Redefine How You Work
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• Understand your work flow

• Determine who is doing what

• Calibrate its value to the business

• Be open to new ways of doing it

What Is It?
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Find the Right Person for the Job

• Why is the professional assistant doing certain tasks?

• Who else could be doing them?

• Why should it change?

• Why should it stay the same?

Who Is Doing It?
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• Does it need to be done in close proximity?

• Really?

• Same Floor?

• Same Building?

• Same Geography?

Where Can It Be Done?
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Maybe it is TEAMS:

• working together at the same time and place

• working together at the same time, different place

• working together at a different time, but same place

• working together at a different time and place

• working from home.

Could You Do It Differently?
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• Think about Virtual and/or Self-Contained Teams

• Physically separated by time and/or space

• Primarily interact electronically

• Share a common goal

– Recognize that the team is more effective in delivering client service than any one
attorney assistant could be alone.

– Work proactively to help each other accomplish tasks.

Could You Do It Differently?
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• Refocus the compensation structure to pay for demonstrated skills rather
than job title or length of tenure.

• Develop skill blocks comprised of a predefined set of skills, knowledge or
tasks that the attorney assistants are expected to master.

• Target rates of pay to these skill blocks.

• Adjust salaries to pay for support that is given and skill levels attained.

What If You Pay for Contribution vs. Title?
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Realigning Service
Delivery



Realigning Service Delivery
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Specialized Teams
for:

• Practices doing highly
specialized work

• Practice group leaders
• Partners transitioning

themselves or their
practices

Virtual Teams
for 1st-6th year

associates (ARC)

Professional
Assistant Teams
for attorneys more
senior than 6th year

Blank Rome Today
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• Communicate

• Rethink roles and responsibilities

• Document work flow processes

• Reconfigure our space

• Capitalize on our existing technology

• Get the right people doing the right job

• Train

• Trim the numbers

• Change how we select our assistants

What We Needed to Do
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Developed Competency Models for Each Position
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Business Focus

Relationships

Professional
Demeanor

Attorney/Client
Service

Technical Skills



• Firm-wide meetings

• Partner Committee

• Associate Committee

• Office meeting

• Intranet

• Individual packets

• Individual meetings

– Staff drop-by

– One-to-one ARC associate meetings

Communicate
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• Client Service

– Focus on delivery of best-in-class service.

– Scenarios specifically geared to the work they were doing.

• Team

– Understanding team’s individual strengths.

– Learning how to work together.

– Help them recognize and play to their strengths.

• Technical skills

• Workflow

Develop
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Align

TECHNOLOGY COMPENSATION

SPACE
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• Space has been redesigned.

• Ratios in the ARC have moved to 10:1.

• Continue to look at new ways of delivering
best-in-class service.

• ARC representation in more than one office.

Now
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• Technology needs to be fully leveraged.

• Educating both the attorneys and the staff is a
challenge.

• Allowing time for the new models to gain
traction is critical.

• Making sure the right people are doing the
right work is key.

Lessons Learned
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QUESTIONS?
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